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On 10 May 1839, The Colonial Pearl, a Halifax newspaper “Devoted to Polite Literature, Science and Religion,” published news of “THE NEW ART OF SUN PAINTING.” In a few paragraphs, sandwiched between descriptions of “Hall’s Patent Paddle-Wheels” designed to remove “the distressing and injurious tremour in steam-vessels” and “New Lamp for Light Houses” capable of delivering “superior light” at considerable savings, Haligonians first learned about pictures “taken, in the ordinary manner, with the camera obscura,” not as art in aesthetic terms but in practical terms alongside other technological advancements. The author pointed to the competition between France and England for “the honour of this new invention,” noted that Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre’s process was still secret, and summarized a paper on “photogenic drawing” presented by William Henry Fox Talbot to the Royal Society, London: “Nothing can be more perfect than the image it gives of leaves and flowers, especially with a summer’s sun, the light passing through the leaves, and delineating every ramification of their nerves.”

Two weeks later, The Colonial Pearl reprinted an article from The Magazine of Natural History by botanist Golding Bird “on the application of the photogenic art to botanical purposes.” To the newspaper’s delight, Bird’s detailed description prompted a reader to try his hand at Talbot’s process:
PHOTOGENIC DRAWING.—We are glad to find that our notice of the new-art of sun painting in our last [issue] has excited considerable interest among our readers. One of our friends who read the article has since formed several photogenic pictures with ease and success. And by following the directions contained in the article alluded to, any person may make natural objects delineate themselves, without the aid of the artist’s pencil.3

This amateur effort may well be the first instance of experimentation with the new medium in British North America; however, it did not take long before “photography”4 became a topic of discussion among leading scientists of the day at the Canadian Institute in Toronto and the Natural History Society in Montreal.5

This essay presents empirical research from a larger project on photography in nineteenth-century British North America. It proceeds from the conviction that photography—as science, as technology, as practice—warrants closer scrutiny for the ways in which it contributed to the creation and circulation of knowledge during a formative period of Canadian nation-building.6 It highlights that some photographs were taken as raw data for rigorous study, measurement, comparison, and analysis; others were produced as visual arguments. Some contributed to the pursuit of scientific knowledge in their day; others have accrued scientific significance in the fullness of time. And it is through studio likenesses that we know what the distinguished (mostly) men and (a few) women of Canadian science looked like.

This foray into the entwined histories of photography, science, and technology is based largely on surviving images, but, citing examples of photographs known only through written sources, it also demonstrates that there is more to photo-historical research than meets the eye. It combines archival emphasis on functional origins and authorial intention with academic approaches to photographic representation, context, and meaning. Far from comprehensive, it draws attention to some of the many photographs created or employed in scientific pursuit and technological advance in British North America in the mid-nineteenth century. Ultimately, it is intended to highlight research opportunities as yet not fully pursued and open up directions for further study by historians of science and technology.

Astronomy

A description of the Royal Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory in *Ravell’s City of Toronto and County of York Directory for 1850-1* reveals that, as early as 1850, photographic technology was harnessed to collect raw astronomical data for comparison and analysis:

> It is probably the most complete establishment of the kind at present in existence as regards its instrumental equipment; and, in addition to sets in duplicate of the common magnetometers ..., it has recently been provided with the costly and beautiful instruments by which those changes are self-recorded, by being made to impress the position of the magnets belonging to them at every successive instant of time, upon silver plates prepared after the process of the daguerreotype, or on fine paper rendered sensitive to light by the calotype process.7

Such photographic plates supplied quantifiable data; they were read rather than viewed, used for calculation rather than contemplation. Not surprisingly, they have not survived. Here, our knowledge of this application of photographic technology to the pursuit of astronomical science in Canada comes, not from surviving visual images but from evidence of photographic practice in the written record.
In 1860 and again in 1869, Professor Charles Smallwood of the McGill College Observatory enlisted the services of pre-eminent Montreal photographer William Notman to obtain photographs of solar eclipses. An original albumen print showing a timed sequence of twelve phases of the 7 August 1869 event, obtained over a period of an hour and 37 minutes, accompanied Smallwood’s article in *The Canadian Naturalist and Quarterly Journal of Science* (Fig. 1). In his text, Smallwood recounted how Notman:

> exposed a collodion plate to the sun, moving it forward every five minutes, to show the effect of the sunlight on the sensitive surface. A like exposure of sensitive paper was made at the Observatory, with remarkably similar results. A piece of chromotype paper was there also exposed in a similar way, and formed a complete photometer scale, showing the action of the sunlight in the production of photographic effects.

Notman’s multiple-exposure plate made it possible to observe simultaneously, on a single photograph, what was not visible to the human eye: twelve, precisely timed stages of the eclipse.

For Smallwood, the photographs were a way to study “those interesting phenomena which may justly be deemed physical and astronomical, apart from those which may be
termed photographic, which, indeed, are only of a secondary and less important character.” While readers were advised that “a deduction in every case of three minutes from the time noted in the accompanying photographs” had to be made, they were assured that “in other respects, they are a most faithful and reliable delineation of the various phases of the eclipse.” To ensure that the images were understood correctly, Smallwood explained that, “In the accompanying photographs, the light part represents the Sun, the dark projections upon its disk the portion of the moon showing the amount of eclipse at the time marked underneath each.”

Whereas Notman’s visual record of the 1869 eclipse circulated widely throughout the scientific community in the journal of the Montreal Natural History Society, his photographs of the 1860 eclipse were long assumed lost. A set of these images re-surfaced in 1998 in Reminiscences of North America, an album acquired at auction in Toronto by the then National Archives of Canada (now Library and Archives Canada). Compiled in 1861 by Thomas Evans Blackwell, Managing Director of the Grand Trunk Railway from 1857 to 1861, the album contains nine, separate albumen prints on a page titled, “Eclipse of the Sun, Montreal, Wednesday 18th July 1860.”

Geology

The application of photography to the study of geology in Canada can be traced to observations made by Charles Lyell in his Travels in North America in the Years 1841-2; with Geological Observations on The United States, Canada, and Nova Scotia. In that text, he noted that “some Daguerreotype representations of the Falls [at Niagara] have been executed with no small success” and commented:

They not only record the form of the rocks and islands, but even the leading features of the cataract, and the shape of the clouds of spray. I often wished that Father Hennepin could have taken one of these portraits, and bequeathed it to the geologists of our times. It would have afforded us no slight aid in our speculation respecting the comparative state of the ravine in the 19th and 17th centuries.

Here, Lyell expresses the popular conception of the photograph as a way of seeing across time and space, as a marker of change, and as a baseline for study, measurement, and comparison. These applications played a part in what Charles O’Brien later called “one of the most contentious issues in nineteenth-century geology.”

For some 30 years after it was first shown to William Logan in October 1858, a specimen initially presumed to be a foraminiferal fossil was at the centre of a controversy over its purported organic origins and the beginnings of life on Earth. Later named Eozoön Canadense—“the dawn animal of Canada”—by William Dawson, it attracted the attention of the international scientific community, including Lyell and Charles Darwin. When the papers delivered to the Geological Society (London) in November 1864 by Logan, Dawson, T. Sterry Hunt, and William B. Carpenter were later published in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London and reprinted in The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, Dawson illustrated his paper, with a “Nature-printed section of a specimen of Eozoön Canadense from Petite Nation Seigniory.”

In September 1874, when Dawson returned to Côte St. Pierre— the site on the Ottawa River “whence some of the most instructive specimens of Eozoön were obtained”—
photography was enlisted to deliver up evidence in support of his claims. He was accompanied by T. C. Weston of the Geological Survey, “a skilful collector, ... who has had much experience in preparing and examining specimens of \textit{Eozoon}, ... and subsequently prepared slices and photographs of some of the specimens obtained.”\footnote{Dawson then used Weston's photographs (see figure in the Introduction to this issue) as the basis of illustrations in several publications, including \textit{The Dawn of Life}, which he dedicated to Logan (Fig. 2).}

Dawson acknowledged that Alfred Selwyn, Director of the Geological Survey of Canada, supported his use of photography and permitted Weston to accompany him. Selwyn had earlier embraced photography for scientific study, when, as Director of the Geological Survey of Victoria, Australia, he hired Richard Daintree to produce photographs of coastal rock layers and outcrops, which were then used to map the geology of the state and create stratigraphic elevations.\footnote{Later, he authorized Benjamin Baltzly of William Notman’s studio to accompany the 1871 Geological Survey of Canada party through the interior of British Columbia, in order “to secure accurate illustrations of the physical features of the country and of other objects of interest which may be met with during the exploration.”\footnote{In his survey report, Selwyn “repeatedly referred to the photographs as he described the geological formations and commented on the terrain.”\footnote{Although satisfied with the photographs from the 1871 expedition, Selwyn later declined a suggestion “that the Survey should establish its own photographic department to carry on the work more efficiently,” claiming that he did not feel justified in making such “an expensive addition.”}}}
Survey Photography

As an integral part of government-sponsored geological, boundary, and railway surveys that fanned out across North America in the second half of the nineteenth century, photography was put to the test in the field as a tool of scientific observation and record. The use of wet-plate technology — and even dry-plates — to take photographs under the trying conditions of survey work attest to the documentary aims and expectations of those who commissioned, created, and published them. In 1858, Humphrey Lloyd Hime took photographs on the Assiniboine and Saskatchewan Exploring Expedition led by Henry Youle Hind. Two years later, James Richardson used photography to record geological features in a traverse of the north shore of the St. Lawrence and along the coast of Newfoundland. In the 1870s, in addition to Baltzly’s work on the 1871 GSC expedition through British Columbia, Charles Horetzky produced photographs on Canadian Pacific Railway survey expeditions through the Canadian west.21

By the late 1870s, when George Mercer Dawson led a Geological Survey of Canada party through British Columbia, smaller cameras and commercially available dry-plates that did not require darkroom preparation immediately before and after exposure allowed him greater freedom of movement and made photography in the field more convenient. Dawson’s expedition journals are peppered with references to taking photographs. He chronicled his picture-taking in the same way as he recorded his other surveying activities; the phrases “got obsn. for lat ... wrote up notes ... examined rocks ... collected fossils ... changed plant-papers ... got a photo” — appear frequently, suggesting that photography was fully incorporated into his daily scientific work, even as he readily admitted that taking pictures occasioned delays in surveying operations and that photography could be an uncertain process.22 Dawson documented the landscapes through which he travelled, and his photographs can be tied directly to his observations on drifts, sedimentary layering, and geological features described in his field notebooks.

The extensive photographic documentation produced by Hime, Baltzly, Horetzky, and Dawson — much of which survives in original negative or print form — circulated in official government reports and in popular narrative accounts; prints were sold to the public and published as engravings in the pictorial press. Ostensibly taken for scientific purposes, their survey photographs were also a visual record of landscapes key to colonial growth, settlement, and resource development. As such, they were called upon—in concert with reports, statistics, maps, and art—to support government decision-making and further nation-building efforts. Many were employed as much as tools of political persuasion and territorial appropriation as of geographical description and scientific exploration.23

Engineering and Technology

Photographs communicated to viewers that British North America was a place where feats of engineering and marvels of technology were required to overcome the physical challenges posed by Nature. Photographs of public works projects were assembled to buttress government arguments about territorial expansion, encourage settlement, promote travel, and inventory points of interest. Especially popular with commercial photographers and public alike were subjects associated with the coming of the railways:
views of railbeds, stations, bridges, embankments, and other sites that offered visual evidence of mastery over Nature through technological ingenuity. Of all British North American engineering works, two in particular were heralded as marvels, worthy of widespread attention.

The Niagara Suspension Bridge, designed by John Roebling (who later designed the Brooklyn Bridge), defied the critics who said a suspension bridge could not withstand the stresses of a moving train. First crossed by a passenger train in March 1855, the bridge was photographed in 1859 in both single and stereoscopic format by William England, chief photographer for the London Photographic and Stereoscopic Company as part of the company’s first series of New World views (Fig. 3). It was also photographed by William Notman for the “Maple Box” series of views presented to Queen Victoria as a gift on the occasion of the visit of the Prince of Wales to open the Victoria Bridge.

Figure 3. [William England], No. 145—Niagara Suspension Bridge, U.S. from the London Photographic and Stereoscopic Company series “America in the Stereoscope,” albumen prints on stereoscopic card mount, recto and verso, 1859. Author’s collection.
Described as “perhaps the most extraordinary of all the great works of engineering genius which have been constructed in this age,” the Victoria Bridge carried the Grand Trunk Railway across the St. Lawrence and gave Canada the economic advantage of access to an ice-free port in winter. Construction and completion of the bridge were photographed by several Montreal photographers, none more extensively than William Notman, whose documentation remains the definitive record. His construction-progress images, also included in the “Maple Box,” circulated as part of an extensive, commercially available series of stereoscopic views, and served as the basis of lithographs in James Hodges’ *Construction of the Great Victoria Bridge in Canada*, published in London in 1860. Notman’s photographs gave visual expression to the parade of statistics regularly presented as evidence of the prodigious accomplishment that the bridge represented.26

Lesser known engineering works were also photographed. In New Brunswick, for example, the construction of the Miramichi Bridges on the Intercolonial Railway was carefully documented in a series of photographs of piers, pilings, abutments, caissons, gantry staging, dredging machinery, and general site views. A set of card-mounted prints with letterpress text in Library and Archives Canada has long been assumed to be the work of ICR photographer Alexander Henderson; however, a handwritten note in an album of cyanotype prints (Fig. 4), compiled by a Moncton railway engineer, attributes

**Figure 4.** William J. Williams, crew with diving equipment, from a series of views of the construction of the Miramichi Bridges on the Intercolonial Railway, ca. 1873. cyanotype, 20.25x15.65cm. Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, Frank Sayer collection, P119-2-97.
them to William J. Williams, described by the *Miramichi Advance* as one of the best landscape photographers in the province. In the collection of the New Brunswick Museum, a card-mounted print from his series of photographs of a log jam at the Southwest Miramichi railway bridge carries the credit line “W. J. Williams, Photographer to His Grace the Duke of Beaufort. River Du Loup, P.Q., and Campbellton, N.B.”

A series of views of “*ponts et ponceaux*” by Jules-Ernest Livernois, along with photographs by Alexander Henderson, were used to produce the album *Photographs of Wrought Iron Railroad Bridges Constructed and Erected for the Government of the Dominion of Canada on the Line of the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa & Occidental Railway*. This album becomes a telling scientific argument in its own right when viewed in the context of a disagreement between Sandford Fleming, Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway, who favoured use of masonry piers and wrought iron superstructures, and the Commissioners of the Intercolonial, who insisted bridges be built of wood. Speculation over the instability of wooden railway bridges, can be traced to the evening of 12 March 1857, when the westbound train out of Toronto plunged through the timber swing bridge over the Desjardins Canal, just outside Hamilton, killing 59 people. In the wake of the accident, Hamilton photographer Robert Milne was hired by the Assistant Engineer of the Department of Public Works to photograph “some of the broken portions of the structure.” Milne’s photographs “of every important fracture in the timber of the bridge” were examined in the course of the inquest and incorporated into the official report into the causes of the disaster.

### Other Scientific Pursuits

Throughout the middle decades of the nineteenth century, photography proved ill-suited for some scientific purposes. Camera equipment was heavy and bulky, and the wet-collodion process was refractory and labour-intensive. Early emulsions were slow and unable to record moving subjects. Existing processes were only capable of producing monochromatic images in shades of brown and cream, and, even then, emulsions were not uniformly sensitive to the whole spectrum; photography in full colour was still a long way off. Whereas some of the earliest applications of the medium in British North America were in the study of botany, photography was ultimately of limited value to botanical study. Live plants could not remain motionless for the duration of a several-second exposure and colour was critical to identification. More importantly, a photograph captured a specific specimen, whereas botanical drawings conventionally presented an idealized plant showing all its parts and in all stages—from root ball to flower, seed, stamen, and petal structure. Despite such limitations, in 1866, l’Abbé Louis-Ovide Brunet, the eminent botanist and professor at l’Université Laval, engaged Livernois et Cie to produce “un herbier photographique” of 34 photographs of trees, ferns, and plants; his series of photographs of the flora of Quebec, entitled *Sites et végétaux du Canada*, was exhibited at the 1867 Exposition universelle in Paris.

Perhaps nowhere was the inability of photography to stop motion more problematic than in ornithology. Nevertheless, in 1876, Henry Vennor published *Our Birds of Prey: Or, The Eagles, Hawks, and Owls of Canada*, “with 30 photographic illustrations by William Notman” ([Fig. 5](#)). Aimed at the public, it was intended to be “an aid to our young collectors in the identification of their specimens” as well as to awaken “a more lively interest”
in ornithology generally.\textsuperscript{30} Likely the first book of its kind in North America,\textsuperscript{31} Our Birds of Prey presents a rare instance where photographs, specimens, and text were intended to work in concert. It was technologically innovative on two counts: to confront the failure of slow emulsions to stop motion, Vennor used taxidermied specimens posed against blank backgrounds; and to overcome the inability of prevailing printing technology to reproduce photographs on the same page as letterpress text, he matched text with original albumen prints, hand tipped onto pre-printed pages.

In his Introduction, Vennor highlighted the centrality of images to his book: “As a work of this kind unillustrated would be but of little service to our students or the public generally, I have, after much consideration and no little experimenting, accomplished this by photography.”\textsuperscript{32} To that end, he engaged William Notman, who “entered heart and soul into the undertaking” and “spared neither material nor labor, in order to render the Plates satisfactory and truthful to nature.” Vennor suggested Notman’s reputation was “sufficient guarantee” of the photographs’ merit and acknowledged that “any defect” in the volume was to be attributed to his selection of the specimens:

I have not chosen, in any case, rare, unusual, or particularly beautiful plumaged individuals to represent the different species, but rather common or typical forms of these, male and female, young and adult, or such as the collector and traveller would most generally meet.\textsuperscript{33}

Vennor emphasized that the “main object of this work” was “practical utility—not a mere exhibition of pretty photographs.”\textsuperscript{34} Anticipating criticism regarding the “Attitude and Form of the Birds figured,” he admitted that “a great deal of attention [was
required] in the photographing of stuffed specimens,” and declared, “no Plates no matter how perfectly executed, could please all.” Grounding his authority in more than a decade of field work with the Geological Survey of Canada, Vennor touched upon a contentious point in the ornithological community:

I have invariably found that those who find most fault in this respect, are persons who have been little in the field themselves, or, in other words, who rather belong to the class known as closet, than field naturalists; the latter knowing well that it is really almost impossible to conceive of a position which is not sometimes assumed by the living bird.  

With this, Vennor effectively dismissed his critics in advance of reviews of the book.  

Photography was also employed to a greater or lesser extent across a range of other scientific investigations. For example, in the field of medical illustration and anatomical study, the February 1869 issue of the Dominion Medical Journal illustrated “A Case of Partial Placenta Praevia, Accompanied with Foetal Exomphalus” by J.F. Dewar, M.D., with an original photograph. The foetus — “decidedly an anomaly” — was hardly recognizable. So ill-shapen was the mass of child, organs, tumour, and placenta that Dewar felt compelled to inform readers, “The accompanying plate is a photograph of the foetus,” and lamented that “owing to various circumstances I was only enabled to take a photograph, hence must be attributed the vagueness of the description.” Nevertheless, the photograph, however vague, was judged to warrant the cost and effort of inserting an original albumen print into each copy of the journal on the grounds that the case was of broad medical interest. Here, Dewar’s photograph of the anomalous foetus offered stark evidence of its existence rather than useful details of its morphology.  

Appealing to prevailing ethnographic interest in the primitive or exotic peoples of the world, Frederick Dally’s commercially produced carte-de-visite likenesses of Indigenous individuals of the island and mainland of British Columbia sold in large numbers. Purchased by white settler-colonists as souvenirs, they were pasted into albums, inserted into diaries, and enclosed with correspondence. Incorporated into the work of Joseph Barnard Davis, Thomas Henry Huxley, Carl and Frederick Dammann, and Felix von Luschan, they entered international networks of science in projects to measure cranial capacity, identify “native types,” and study the “races of man”. This dissemination and repurposing of Dally’s carte likenesses demonstrate how photographs followed fluid biographical trajectories between popular and scientific spheres.  

Systematic study of glaciers in the Canadian Rockies began with photographic documentation by Mary Vaux and her brothers George and William of Philadelphia. The three first travelled west as tourists, arriving by train from Montreal at the newly opened Glacier House in 1887. The hotel, adjacent to the line of the CPR between Rogers Pass and The Loops, had been built to eliminate the need for dining cars on passenger trains through the mountains. Located just below the Great Glacier, it became a prominent tourist destination, and the Vaux siblings returned in 1894. Comparison of their photographs taken on the two visits clearly revealed the recession of the glacier’s terminus, and spawned Mary Vaux’s repeated photographic documentation of the glacier and its retreat at fixed points over the period 1887 to 1912. Her work formed the basis for subsequent measurements and analysis of the glacier’s upslope retreat and has been used as a baseline for modern studies in glaciology and climate change, including the Mountain Legacy Project based at the University of Victoria.
Circulation of Scientific Knowledge

Knowledge of the science and technology of photography itself circulated through newspapers, the periodical press, and informal networks of photographers. Experimentation in photo-chemistry was a topic of discussion at meetings of the Canadian Institute and the Natural History Society, and among leading photographers of the day. Among the papers of painter and photographer William Sawyer, we find recipes for photographic emulsions jotted down in pencil on scraps of paper and the back of invitations to meetings of the Kingston YMCA and even on a broadsheet for The Army & Navy Clothing Store, Toronto. Sawyer’s notes—some copied from The Photographic News, others credited to Notman, James Inglis, Henry K. Sheldon, and Quebec-born American lithographer and photographer Napoleon Sarony—show how the chemical formulae for emulsions, developers, fixers, and toners circulated and were shared within the photographic community. Sawyer’s annotations—"for landscapes"; “for portraits in summer”; “good for positives in preserving clear shadows”; “alcohol not recommended”—suggest recipes were collected, exchanged, tested, and compared. How then, we might ask, was the science of photography investigated by practitioners at the local level, and how were their findings and cumulative knowledge mobilized more widely?

Beginning in the late 1850s in British North America, portfolios, books, and journals began to appear with original photographs as illustrations. The use of albumen prints pasted onto blank or pre-printed pages was a costly and labour-intensive but effective means of overcoming the limitations of existing printing technology to reproduce continuous-tone photographic images on the same page as letterpress text. Studio portraits of prominent civic figures anchored Notman’s three-volume serial publication Portraits of British Americans, which matched carte-de-visite-sized likenesses with the biographies of 84 leading men of the day, including science personalities William Dawson and William Logan. Logan’s likeness, which appears in the 1863 volume, stands out from the majority of portraits taken in Notman’s studio; it shows him seated against cabinets of geological specimens, surrounded by his collection of rocks and fossils, a copy of The Geology of Canada on the table beside him, and the tools of his trade at his feet. Taking their place among statesmen, clergymen, military men, and others in positions of “responsibility and honor in the political and social history of the British American Provinces,” Dawson and Logan became public figures recognized for their contributions to science and its importance in the march towards Canadian nationhood.

In early 1864, Rev. W. Hincks, Fellow of the Linnean Society and Professor of Natural History at the University of Toronto, read a paper entitled “On Cygnus Passmori, a supposed new American Swan” before the Linnean Society in London. Subsequently published in the Society’s journal, it was illustrated by a drawing of the head and neck “taken from a photograph by Mr. Octavius Thompson, of Toronto, from the only specimen yet obtained of Cygnus Passmori.” Thompson’s photograph has yet to surface, but the reference to it as the basis of an illustration in a scientific journal—like mention of the use of photography at the Royal Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory—points to an expanded conception of photographic research based not solely on surviving images.
In 1869, two articles in *The Canadian Naturalist and Quarterly Journal of Science* were illustrated with original photographs. Three months before Smallwood’s article on the partial eclipse appeared, J. Baker Edwards published “On Trichina Spiralis” with a page of “Micro-Photographs of Trichina, taken from pork and from human muscle.” These were made from “some excellent negatives” by Mr. C. Baillie who “placed his micro-photographic apparatus” at Edwards’ disposal. The five micro-photographs, each numbered and labelled individually with the magnification (from 50 to 150 diameters) specified, were then printed as a single photograph by Montreal photographer James Inglis (Fig. 6). Edwards’ use of micro-photographic technology and his detailed text which referred directly to the photographs — two from fatal cases of Trichiniasis at Hamilton and three from successfully treated cases in Montreal — is another example of the explicit use of photographs in the scientific literature in Canada in the nineteenth century.
Towards New Scholarly Agendas

In the introduction to her now-classic text *Photography at the Dock*, Abigail Solomon-Godeau described photography as “a medium whose very ubiquity may well have fostered its invisibility as an object of study.” It is, therefore, not surprising that, in their textbook *History of Science in Society: From Philosophy to Utility*, Andrew Ede and Leslie Cormack devote only a single paragraph to photography, noting almost obliquely that “Röntgen’s work and the medical application of X-rays would not have been possible without the invention of photography.” With a nod to Nicéphore Niépce, Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, and George Eastman, they telescope fifty years of the history of photography into three sentences. In such a massive survey of science, from the early Greek philosophers to “new frontiers” of the 21st-century, one can hardly expect much space to be devoted to photography. However, their conclusion—that photography is “perhaps the best example of a commercial invention that was then brought into the laboratory, where it became a tool for everything from astronomy to cell biology”—does not do justice to either the origins of photography at the intersection of optics and chemistry, or to its applications, utility, and impact as a technology within scientific inquiry across a range of disciplines.

A spate of recent exhibitions and publications have focused on “photography and science” yet it remains to explore more fully the role played by photography in the production and mobilization of scientific knowledge in Canada. This overview of photography in nineteenth-century science and technology in British North America points to some of the ways in which photographic images, practices, and experimentation reflected, inspired, underpinned, and enabled scientific study and technological advance. It highlights some of the opportunities and challenges of photo-historical research and offers directions for “further looking.” It argues that photography played an integral part in the scientific encounter with British North America and suggests that there is a rich vein of visual research to be mined by historians of science and technology in the Canadian context. It also offers several caveats for investigating both photographs as visual images and photography as a social practice within the history of science and technology.

*Photographic history has traditionally been written from surviving images.* The role of photography in society has long been written from surviving images and from an art historical or curatorial perspective. The subject, however, is far larger and more interesting if we drill down into the documentary record to locate accounts detailing the application of the new technology to quotidian activities and professional pursuits in newspapers, journals, and, especially, the writings of early practitioners, promoters, and critics of photography, who speculated enthusiastically—often remarkably presciently—about the utility of camera-made images for scientific study. Of course, expectations were not always met; anticipated applications were not always realized; and photographs have not always survived. Photographic images produced for the purpose of extracting quantifiable information were never expected to outlive their usefulness in the process of data gathering, measurement, and analysis. Still, as with the examples given in
astronomy and ornithology, much can be learned from references in the written and printed record to the role of photography in the production and circulation of knowledge in science and technology, whether or not the images still exist to be examined.

Photographs employed in the pursuit of science are not always overtly scientific. Even when photographs have survived, the visual information presented in them does not always appear rigorously scientific to us now. Photographs taken for one purpose could be used for another. Even at the time of their creation and circulation, when many observers would not have been familiar with photographs for scientific study, some images needed explanation and justification. Smallwood felt compelled to explain the “light part” and the “dark projections” in Notman’s photographs of the 1869 eclipse. Vennor felt obliged to justify his use of taxidermied specimens. Equally, photographs which needed no explanation or justification then may require contextual understanding now because their scientific nature may only become evident when considered in terms of their provenance, functional origins, and social biography.

Photographs do not reveal their secrets easily. In order to comprehend photographs as “working objects in their own time,” we need to look at them as both images and objects; to look through them for the facts they both include and exclude; and to look with them to explore and understand the larger contexts in which they were invested with and generated meaning. As with Dally’s ethnographic carte likenesses, the “science” communicated by a photograph is not always evident from surface appearance alone; it may only accrue over time or may only emerge when its visual content is placed in the physical, intellectual, or social context of its creation, circulation, viewing, use, or preservation. Knowledge of history (time and place) and prevailing photographic science (processes) and technology (equipment) is required to understand both what was prescribed and proscribed as appropriate subject matter in contemporary terms and what could and couldn’t be photographed in practical terms. Opportunities to do so await historians of science and technology, whose scholarly perspectives may pry open new ways of seeing and thinking about photographs and draw new conclusions from them as primary sources. Such disciplinary perspectives are needed to complement and supplement the study of visual images within Art History, which in recent years has expanded its disciplinary purview to canonize photographs from domestic albums, government surveys, and scientific research.

Suzanne Zeller argues for the role of inventory science in the formation of Canada as a transcontinental nation. In particular, her observation that “the heritage of Enlightenment thought emphasized the importance of collecting, cataloguing, and disseminating scientific information as widely and rationally as possible” links directly to Solomon-Godeau’s examination of the mid-nineteenth-century passion for documentation (“taxonomies, inventories, and physiologies”), and her assessment of photography as a tool of positivist thinking (“the agent par excellence for listing, knowing, and possessing, as it were, the things of the world”). 52
Ultimately, this essay proposes that the role of photography in the history of science and technology in Canada warrants investigation and that photographs be incorporated more fully as primary sources in the scholarly agendas of historians of science and technology. What, we need to ask, might photographs reveal about the state of science and expectations for technology, if we return them to the intellectual and physical contexts in which they were made, circulated, viewed, and understood? How did photographic practices contribute to the pursuit of science and technology, and how did scientific and technological pursuits contribute to the practice of photography? Here, we might note, an invention by a Canadian scientist changed the face of photography.

In 2009, Canadian physicist Willard Boyle was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for his role in the invention of the charge-coupled device, the basis of now ubiquitous digital imaging and surveillance technology. This, of course, raises the interesting question whether electronic imaging represents a logical extension or a distinct rupture in the evolution of photographic technology. The answer—if indeed there is one—lies not in the similarities or differences in the visual appearance of the end-products of their respective optical-chemical and digital applications, but rather in a comparison of the perceived uses, circulation, meanings, and truth-value of analogue, scanned, and born-digital images in social and scientific practice. This essay offers a baseline from which to undertake such a comparison.
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